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seen by Gulf Shores & Orange Beach Tourism. 

"Flexibility is a big plus from a destination 

perspective, especially as we aim to fill 

guestrooms and meeting spaces outside of 

our peak summer season," said Amy Peralta, 

CGMP, sales manager for Gulf Shores & 

Orange Beach Tourism. 

In addition to the willingness to consider 

booking during offseason or months not in as 

high of a demand, SMERF groups will consider 

different days of the week, added Siemers. 

"Sometimes SMERF groups are willing to 

shift the pattern so we can offer a lower hotel 

rate. For example, they may come in on Sunday 

and leave on Sunday, unlike corporate groups 

that often push for a Monday arrival," she said. 

"That's one thing we find appealing about the 

SMERF market. They are willing to adjust their 

pattern and work at the availability of hotel 

schedules, and they can get a little lower rate as 

a result." 

SMERF MEETINGS 

SMERF Needs Changing 

While SMERF groups have many constant 

benefits to offer host cities, what they are actually 

looking for in those destinations is ever-evolving. 

What many of those groups are looking for is 

unique experiences-no longer simply settling 

for a conference room or banquet room. 

"One of the biggest changes we're seeing in 

social groups is they are looking for immersive 

experiences which are more interactive," said 

Sarabeth Quattlebaum, CMWP, CPCE, founder 

of Sarabeth Events in Grapevine, Tex. "It has 

become more about offering guests experiences 

they wouldn't have otherwise if they don't attend 

the event." 

This includes getting away from events like 

standing receptions and instead opting for venues 

with lounge seating. 

"These groups want more places with 

character," Quattlebaum added. 

For Quattlebaum, it often means she's 
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searching for beautiful homes as venues or 

buying out a hotel bar for the evening. 

"Clients want a comfortable feeling, which is 

such a different feeling from social events in the 

past," she added. 

"When you bring in entertainment like an 

acoustic singer/songwriter or an entertainment 

actor, it's something more interactive with 

guests," she added. "That's much more 

approachable than bringing in a ton of tables and 

chairs and people having a seated dinner. It's 

really almost a 180-degree change in our industry 

as far as thinking about the events." 

With more and more groups looking for unique 

options, many venues and destinations are also 

thinking outside the box. 

In Dallas, Quattlebaum recently visited the 

new Vrrgin Hotel, which offers a pool opposite a 

ballroom which can be used together. 

"A wall opens from the ballroom into the 

poolside bar, and it's incredible," Quattlebaum ► 

Looking for adventure, 

relaxation, team building 

and fun? With traditional 

and non traditional 

lodging options as well as 

conference and meeting 

space, groups of all kinds 

find that the Deep Creek 

area offers everything they 

need for an incredible 

group gathering. 

Call or visit us at 

DeepCreekGroups.com 

301.387.5238 
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